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“D2.2 Requirements for volunteer testing of rider behaviour”

Executive summary
Within the MOTORIST project, we are developing a fixed base bicycle simulator
(TUD) and a moving base PTW simulator (Siemens). An experimental steer by wire
bicycle is available and a speed-pedelec will be purchased and instrumented (TUD).
Two experimental scooters are available (Unifi). Simulator fidelity will be investigated
and enhanced recreating a realistic steering feel, developing innovative mechanical
motion cueing, and using a head mounted virtual reality (HMVR) display.
The simulators and instrumented vehicles will be used to investigate rider
behaviour and develop driver support systems (WP2) and to develop driver training
methods (WP1). The research will focus on steering and stabilisation and will also
address the interaction with other road users.
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Glossary
EC

European Commission.

PTW

Powered Two Wheelers
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Introduction
Volunteer testing of driving behaviour has seen extensive research efforts for
vehicles with 4 or more wheels, for instance published on the “Driving Simulator
Conference” (http://dsc2015.tuebingen.mpg.de/PastProceedings.html) and a wide
range of other conferences presenting experiments with real vehicles and driving
simulators.
Rider1 behaviour testing with two-wheelers has seen a more limited range of studies.
Most attention has been given to high-speed behaviour. We are now facing a
growing usage of (powered) two-wheelers in urban conditions. These include small
PTW such as scooters as well as bicycles with electric support (eg. speed pedelecs).
Rider behaviour of such vehicles in urban conditions is seeing increased research
attention, reflected the yearly international cycle safety conferences, see:
http://www.icsc2015.eu/.
As in cars, two-wheeler testing is performed using:
1. Riding simulators.
2. Controlled experiments on instrumented two-wheelers.
3. Naturalistic driving using instrumented two-wheelers.
MOTORIST focuses on riding simulators and controlled experiments. However some
naturalistic studies can be performed as a Proof Of Concept (POC). This document
summarizes the requirements and foreseen developments and tests in the
MOTORIST project regarding riding simulators and instrumented two-wheelers .

1

In this report we use the term “rider” to represent operators of two-wheeled vehicles, and use
driver for operators of all vehicle types excluding two-wheelers.
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1. Tasks
The main rider tasks studied in MOTORIST are:
1. Steering & balancing.
2. Braking (also in conjunction with steering).
3. Interaction with other road users.
Steering and balancing will focus at mid to low speeds where two-wheelers are
instable and require active stabilisation by the rider.

2. Tests on actual two-wheelers
On real two-wheelers the above driving tasks can easily be studied but
instrumentation is challenging as steering and balancing requires measurement of a)
steering torque (usually low levels with high cross over noise), b) steering angle, and
c) roll angle (accurate roll angle measurements with respect to the direction of gravity
are difficult). Interaction with other road users requires measurement of the position
of other road users, and measurement of the rider gaze (eye/head tracking).
Instrumented bicycles and speed pedelecs (TU Delft)
TU Delft has several instrumented bicycles. This includes a steer by wire bicycle
where the steering axis is disconnected (Figure 1). With two actuators on the upper
and lower axis, we can electronically redefine the steering system, such that the
driver is supported in the balancing and steering task. This has shown to be
promising in stabilizing bicycles at low speeds [9]. We can also manipulate or omit
the steering feel to investigate the contribution of steering feel.
Since the human and vehicle form a closed loop system it is not straightforward to
gain insight into the human control behaviour. To this extent, the most promising
method is to apply external perturbations to the vehicle or the rider and analyze the
driver response.
With the steer by wire bicycle we can perturb the steer with small displacements or
forces. While this is an interesting idea we have not yet evaluated if this can be done
in a safe manner, while not disrupting the driving task.
In addition we can perturb roll and measure the rider action to correct for the
disturbance. TU Delft has used this method using a rope to pull and disturb roll [6],
and aims to develop more sophisticated and repeatable perturbation methods. These
will be developed for bicycles. We also aim to apply this method to a speed pedelec
(to be selected and purchased by TU Delft).
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If time and budget permits, and if deemed of scientifically value, we can also scale
these methods (steer by wire & roll perturbation) towards heavier and more stable
PTW.

Figure 1. TU Delft instrumented bicycle with steer by wire system.

Instrumented Scooters (Unifi)
Based on the insights previously gained regarding steering, balancing, and braking
on two-wheelers, other kind of tests will be conducted by using two types of
instrumented scooters (average mass without rider: 150kg and 230kg, see Figure 2).
Mainly, the measurements involve the collection of dynamic variables of the
powered-two-wheeler (e.g. angular wheels speed, hydraulic braking pressure in front
and rear brakes, steering angle, longitudinal and lateral accelerations, roll and pitch
angles) during the conduction in a real urban environment; in other words, facing to
common traffic circumstances (naturalistic rider test). The footage of the embarked
cameras, will be used for the interpretation of the surroundings of the rider. This will
require manual coding (annotation) of the camera data since automated detection of
other road users from PTW mounted camera’s is not readily available. On PTW
particular challenges include dealing with PTW roll and pitch motion. Furthermore
mono cameras are not very suited for estimating distance and relative speed.
Furthermore, a set of volunteer riders will perform the test campaign and common
protection personal equipment for motorcycles will be provided (i.e. helmet, gloves,
boots, reinforced jacket and pants).
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Figure 2. UNIFI instrumented scooters (150 kg left & 230 kg right). Corresponding to the Piaggio Beverly 250cc
and the Malaguti Spider-Max 500cc.

3. Tests in riding simulators
In riding simulators the driving tasks can be studied in a more controlled, repeatable,
and safe fashion compared to tests on actual two-wheelers. In addition, riding
simulators enable to put the rider in a situation of stress, subjecting him to run abrupt
and untimely emergency manoeuvres in complete safety.
Within MOTORIST two main simulators are being developed being a fixed base simulator at TU Delft (Figure 3)
and a motion based simulator at Siemens (

Figure 4). TU Delft is also in the process of purchasing/developing a new motion
base comparable to the Siemens system.
In riding simulators we must create:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Realistic steering feel (haptic torque feedback).
Realistic body motion (in particular roll).
Realistic visual motion (in particular roll).
Realistic visual environments.
Realistic other road users.

We performed a literature study on motorcycle simulators [10]. Over the past
years, dozens of motorcycle simulators have been introduced worldwide. Although a
large number of research papers are available describing the hardware features of
specific motorcycle simulators [12], comparatively little knowledge is available on the
actual use and validity of these simulators. Some bicycle simulators exist but we
found fixed base simulators only and found no scientific assessment of their validity
[add references to literature or to websites of labs with bicycle simulators].
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In MOTORIST both TU Delft and Siemens are focusing on the above aspects 1-4.
These aspects require vehicle dynamic models creating realistic vehicle motion and
steering torque. Bicycle modelling is already successful with simple Whipple like rigid
body models [7] in low to mid speed, but needs more attention for predicting the
correct steering torques. Our current models poorly match recorded torques in
available bicycle data, but we doubt the correctness of the data. TU Delft will perform
dedicated experiments with an automated (robot) bike just to validate a generic
bicycle model, in predicting vehicle motion and steering torque. Testing with
automation takes the human out of the loop and will simplify vehicle modelling.
Siemens is working on vehicle models which can reproduce the dynamic
behaviour of a scooter in a realistic fashion. A high-fidelity model of a scooter has
been already realized and the vehicle behaviour has been analysed by simulating the
response in combination with a virtual rider model. Performed manoeuvres range
from low to mid speed in typical urban scenarios [8].
While a range of motorcycle simulators exist, many are fixed base, and some
provide some level of motion [10]. However none of these is currently considered to
provide a reasonably realistic roll motion. One of the key challenges in MOTORIST
will be to develop innovative motion cueing strategies combining mechanical motion,
visual and acoustic cueing in such a way that it is perceived as realistic, and results
in realistic behaviour. To this extent the Siemens hexapod motion system is equipped
with a PTW (fig 4). Currently the majority of two-wheeler simulators use projection or
monitors to visualise the driving environment and other road users. Head mounted
virtual reality (HMVR) displays offer an interesting alternative providing a more
immersive driving experience and allow full freedom in providing a visual motion
perception independent of the applied mechanical motion. The PTW simulator is
equipped with a HMVR display (Oculus Rift). Meanwhile we are also exploring the
effects of HMVR display on discomfort (motion sickness) and depth perception in
simpler experiments with other simulators comparing it to conventional monitors.
The motion base PTW simulator with HMVR display will be used to investigate
different strategies for innovative motion cueing algorithms that will aim to improve
simulator experience and effectiveness of a set of training strategies implemented
within the virtual environment of the simulator. Here we will focus on urban scenarios
where a virtual riding training course will be provided to a selected group of
participants with the aim of improving hazard/risk perception and control skills.
The interaction with other road users will be studied primarily in the fixed based
simulator (in conjunction with WP1). The validity of rider behaviour with these
simulators needs to be assessed as rider sensory information is reduced. Preliminary
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experiments with the fixed based simulator have shown that realistic steering torque
contributes significantly to rider response [9]. A challenging idea is to combine the
bicycle simulator with a car simulator and drive in the same virtual environment.
Requirements will be formulated as WP1&WP2 progresses in line with the further
definition of research and training studies.

Figure 3. TU Delft fixed based bicycle simulator.

Figure 4. Motion based PTW simulator at Siemens.
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Conclusions
Within the MOTORIST project, we are developing a fixed base bicycle simulator
(TUD) and a moving base PTW simulator (Siemens). An experimental steer by wire
bicycle is available and a speed-pedelec will be purchased and instrumented (TUD).
Two experimental scooters are available (Unifi). These will be used to investigate
rider behaviour and develop driver support systems (WP2) and to develop driver
training methods (WP1).
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